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Scottish Archery 

Coach & Volunteer Awards 2019 

Nomination Categories 

Senior Volunteer of the Year: 

This will be awarded to the individual who has made the biggest impact 

through their volunteering in their Club, Area or across Scottish Archery. 

The Nominee must either be a member of Scottish Archery in an affiliated 

Club or be a ‘parenting volunteer’ working in a club with Junior members or a 

Junior Club and can include judges and officials 

 

 
Junior Volunteer [Under the age of 18 on the 30th September 2019] 

This will be awarded to the individual who has made the biggest impact 

through their volunteering in their Club, Area or across Scottish Archery. 

The Nominee must be a member of Scottish Archery. 

 

 
Scottish Archery Coach of the Year 

This will be awarded to the coach, nominated by their club, who is believed to 

have provided the most support and made the greatest impact in their Club, 

Area or across Scottish Archery throughout the last 12 months. The individual 

must be a member of Scottish Archery and must have an appropriate 

coaching qualification. 

 

 
Shelly Phillip – Disability Achievement Award 

This will be awarded to the individual, coach, archer or volunteer who it is felt 

has had the greatest impact in the area of archery for people with a disability 

within Scottish Archery in the past 12 months 
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Service to Archery in Scotland Award [David 

Christie Trophy] 

The David Christie Trophy is awarded to the member of Scottish Archery who 
has made, each year, the greatest contribution to their club or to the 
Association, not necessarily in terms of score or individual achievement, but 
by their commitment to the good of the club or the Association, by assisting or 
coaching others to shoot, their help in fund raising, motivating colleagues or 
teammates, enabling others to participate, or by acting in an administrative or 
organisational capacity. 

Tina James Trophy 

Many members will remember Tina James of Lasswade Archery Club who 
was a stalwart of Scottish Archery having been Chairperson for three years 
and having been a competition organiser for many, many years. Tina very 
sadly passed away at the end of 2016. The Tina James Award was 
introduced in 2017 in memory of Tina which is awarded to the Novice or 
Junior who has attended most competitions during the year – aligned very 
much to Tina’s desire to get more people to compete. Our Thanks to Bill 
Gilchrist of Lethen Archers and Michael Mather of Glasgow Archers for 
funding this award.  

No need to enter this award, the winner will be automatically selected from 
the rankings process. 

 

http://scottisharchery.org.uk/participate/records-rankings

